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REARVIEW ASSEMBLY

BACKGROUND OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to a rearview assembly for a vehicle, and

more specifically, to a rearview assembly with an electro-optic element.

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT DISCLOSURE

[0002] One aspect of the present disclosure includes a rearview assembly having an

electro-optic element. A front substrate defines a first surface and a second surface. A

front side edge is disposed between the first surface and the second surface. A rear

substrate is operably coupled with the front substrate and spaced a predetermined

distance therefrom. The rear substrate defines a third surface and a fourth surface. A

rear side edge is disposed between the third surface and the fourth surface. A perimeter

of the rear substrate is larger than a perimeter of the front substrate, such that an outer

portion of the third surface is exposed, thereby defining a peripheral step between the

front side edge and the rear side edge. An electro-optic material is disposed between the

front substrate and the rear substrate. A bezel is configured to extend around the rear

substrate, over the outer portion of the third surface.

[0003] Another aspect of the present disclosure includes a rearview assembly having an

electro-optic element. A front substrate defines a first surface and a second surface. A

front side edge is disposed between the first surface and the second surface. A first area

defined by the first surface is smaller than a second area defined by the second surface.

The front side edge tapers outwardly from the first surface to the second surface. A rear

substrate is operably coupled with the front substrate and spaced a predetermined

distance therefrom. The rear substrate defines a third surface and a fourth surface. A

rear side edge is disposed between the third surface and the fourth surface. An electro-

optic material is disposed between the front substrate and the rear substrate. A bezel is

configured to extend over the rear substrate, proximate the front substrate. The bezel

includes an inner wall that is tapered to substantially compliment the taper of the front

side edge and a substantially flat front wall that is generally coplanar with the first

surface of the front substrate.



[0004] Yet another aspect of the present disclosure includes a rearview assembly having

an electro-optic element. A front substrate defines a first surface and a second surface. A

front side edge is disposed between the first surface and the second surface. A rear

substrate is operably coupled with the front substrate and spaced a predetermined

distance therefrom. The rear substrate defines a third surface and a fourth surface. A

rear side edge is disposed between the third surface and the fourth surface. A perimeter

of the rear substrate is larger than a perimeter of the front substrate, such that an outer

portion of the third surface is exposed, thereby defining a peripheral step between the

front side edge and the rear side edge. An electro-optic material is disposed between the

front substrate and the rear substrate. A carrier plate is disposed proximate the fourth

surface of the rear substrate and includes a peripheral engagement flange extending

rearwardly from the carrier plate. A circuit board is supported by the carrier plate and

includes a wire connection port configured for engagement with a power and data plug.

A bezel is configured to extend around the rear substrate, over the outer portion of the

third surface.

[0005] Yet another aspect of the present disclosure includes a rearview assembly having

an electro-optic element. A front substrate defines a first surface and a second surface

and a front side edge is disposed between the first surface and the second surface. A rear

substrate is operably coupled with the front substrate and is spaced a predetermined

distance therefrom. The rear substrate defines a third surface and a fourth surface and a

rear side edge is disposed between the third surface and the fourth surface. An electro-

optic material is disposed between the front substrate and the rear substrate. A housing

is free of a wire harness assembly and includes a power/data plug in a rear portion

thereof. A pivot ball is operably coupled to a rear portion of the housing and is

configured to receive a vehicle wire harness that engages the power/data plug.

[0006] Still another aspect of the present disclosure includes a rearview assembly having

an electro-optic element that includes a front substrate and a rear substrate. The rear

substrate includes a larger outer perimeter than the front substrate and is configured for

placement in front of or inside a rearview assembly housing. A bezel is provided that is

configured to extend over peripheral edges of the front substrate and the rear substrate.

The bezel includes a front wall that is substantially coplanar a first surface of the front

substrate and a sidewall that is substantially flush with an outer wall of the housing.



Accordingly, a smooth and apparently seamless transition is made from the first surface

of the front substrate around the bezel and to the outside surface of the housing. This

construction leads t o a thin profile for the rearview assembly as a whole, thereby

providing a more graspable rearview assembly for a user, a lighter rearview assembly,

which is useful in minimizing fatigue on a ball joint of the rearview assembly.

[0007] These and other aspects, objects, and features of the present disclosure will be

understood and appreciated by those skilled in the art upon studying the following

specification, claims, and appended drawings. It will also be understood that features of

each embodiment disclosed herein may be used in conjunction with, o r as a replacement

for, features of the other embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] In the drawings:

[0009] FIG. 1 is a front top perspective view of one embodiment of a rearview assembly

of the present disclosure;

[0010] FIG. 2 is a rear top perspective view of the rearview assembly of FIG. 1;

[0011] FIG. 3 is a first side elevational view of the rearview assembly of FIG. 1;

[0012] FIG. 4 is a second side elevational view of the rearview assembly of FIG. 1;

[0013] FIG. 5 is an exploded front perspective view of another embodiment of a rearview

assembly of the present disclosure;

[0014] FIG. 5A is a side cross-sectional view of one embodiment of the rearview

assembly of FIG. 5 after assembly;

[0015] FIG. 5B is an enlarged side cross-sectional view of area VB of the rearview

assembly of FIG. 5A;

[0016] FIG. 6 is an exploded front perspective view of another embodiment of a rearview

assembly of the present disclosure;

[0017] FIG. 6A is a side cross-sectional view of the rearview assembly of FIG. 6 after

assembly;

[0018] FIG. 6B is an enlarged side cross-sectional view of area VIB of the rearview

assembly of FIG. 6A;

[0019] FIG. 7 is an exploded front perspective view of yet another embodiment of a

rearview assembly of the present disclosure;



[0020] FIG. 7A is a side cross-sectional view of the rearview assembly of FIG. 7 after

assembly; and

[0021] FIG. 7B is an enlarged side cross-sectional view of area V IIB of the rearview

assembly of FIG. 7A.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0022] For purposes of description herein, the terms "upper," "lower," "right," "left,"

"rear," "front," "vertical," "horizontal," and derivatives thereof shall relate t o the

disclosure as oriented in FIG. 1. However, it is t o be understood that the disclosure may

assume various alternative orientations, except where expressly specified t o the

contrary. It is also to be understood that the specific devices and processes illustrated in

the attached drawings, and described in the following specification are simply exemplary

embodiments of the inventive concepts defined in the appended claims. Hence, specific

dimensions and other physical characteristics relating t o the embodiments disclosed

herein are not t o be considered as limiting, unless the claims expressly state otherwise.

[0023] In this document, relational terms, such as first and second, top and bottom, and

the like, are used solely t o distinguish one entity or action from another entity or action,

without necessarily requiring o r implying any actual such relationship o r order between

such entities or actions. The terms "comprises," "comprising," or any other variation

thereof, are intended t o cover a non-exclusive inclusion, such that a process, method,

article, o r apparatus that comprises a list of elements does not include only those

elements but may include other elements not expressly listed or inherent t o such

process, method, article, or apparatus. An element proceeded by "comprises . . . a" does

not, without more constraints, preclude the existence of additional identical elements in

the process, method, article, or apparatus that comprises the element.

[0024] As used herein, the term "and/or," when used in a list of two or more items,

means that any one of the listed items can be employed by itself, or any combination of

two or more of the listed items can be employed. For example, if a composition is

described as containing components A, B, and/or C, the composition can contain A alone;

B alone; C alone; A and B in combination; A and C in combination; B and C in

combination; or A, B, and C in combination.

[0025] Referring t o FIGS. 1-5B, reference numeral 10 generally designates a rearview

assembly having an electro-optic element, such as an electrochromic element 12. A front



substrate 14 defines a first surface 16 and a second surface 18. A front side edge 20 is

disposed between the first surface 16 and the second surface 18. A rear substrate 22 is

operably coupled with the front substrate 14 and spaced a predetermined distance

therefrom. The rear substrate 22 defines a third surface 24 and a fourth surface 26. A

rear side edge 28 is disposed between the third surface 24 and the fourth surface 26. A

perimeter 30 of the rear substrate 22 is larger than a perimeter 32 of the front substrate

14, such that an outer portion 34 of the third surface 24 is exposed, thereby defining a

peripheral step 36 between the front side edge 20 and the rear side edge 28. An

electro-optic material, such as an electrochromic material 40, is disposed between the

front substrate 14 and the rear substrate 22. A bezel 42 is configured t o extend around

the rear substrate 22 over the outer portion 34 of the third surface 24.

[0026] Referring now t o FIGS. 1-13, the illustrated rearview assembly 10 is generally

configured for use in an interior of a vehicle. More specifically, the rearview assembly 10

is configured for attachment t o a windshield o r a headliner of a vehicle. The rearview

assembly 10 has a housing 43 with a smooth outer appearance. Specifically, the rearview

assembly 10 gives the impression of a smooth seamless transition from the first surface

16 of the front substrate 14 roughly 90 degrees t o an outer sidewall of the housing 43. It

will be understood that the housing 43 may take on a variety of constructions and is not

limited to the configuration shown herein. Although a double ball configuration is

illustrated, any of the constructions discussed herein can be used with single ball o r

double ball systems. The housing 43 includes a recess 44 in a rear wall 46 of the housing

43. The recess 44 is configured t o receive a pivot ball assembly 47 that includes a pivot

ball 48 on a rear side 50 and a power/data relay 51 having a power/data plug 52 on a

front side 54 (see FIG. 9). An inside area 55 of the rear wall 46 of the housing 43 includes

a honeycomb type reinforcing structure 57 configured t o provide additional structural

rigidity to the housing 43. It is contemplated that further reinforcing structures can also

be utilized.

[0027] With reference t o FIGS. 5-5B, a plurality of attachment features 56 secure a

bracket 58 holding the power/data plug 52. By nesting the data plug 52 into the bracket

58, there is no vehicle wire harness extending inside the housing 43, which minimizes or

eliminates the possibility of pinching/shorting out wires if the rearview assembly 10 is

assembled incorrectly in production. In addition, because the housing 43 is free of wires



in a rear portion of the housing 43, the housing 43 can be made smaller and sleeker, or

can be configured to accommodate other components. The power/data plug 52 is

configured to engage a vehicle wire harness 59 that extends through the pivot ball 48.

The vehicle wire harness 59 is coupled with the vehicle and may be connected with a cam

bus of the vehicle. As illustrated, the power/data plug 52 is configured for reception into

a receiving aperture 61 defined through the rear wall 46 of the housing 43. The rear wall

46 of the housing 43 is disposed between the pivot ball assembly 47 and the bracket 58.

A circuit board 60 is positioned in the housing 43 in front of the bracket 58 and includes a

connection port operably coupled thereto for receiving the power/data plug 52. The

circuit board 60 includes a plurality of notches 62 configured to engage alignment

features 64 disposed in the housing 43. In addition, the circuit board 60 includes a glare

sensor aperture 66 for receiving a glare sensor lens 68, as well as receiving slots 70 for

receiving engagement arms 72 of the glare sensor lens 68. The glare sensor lens 68 is

operably coupled with the circuit board 60 and configured t o extend through a receiving

cavity 74 in an oversized carrier plate 76. The carrier plate 76 includes a number of

attachment features disposed about a periphery thereof, as well as a peripheral

engagement flange 78 that extends rearwardly from the carrier plate 76. The peripheral

engagement flange 78 extends generally orthogonally relative t o the planar extent of the

carrier plate 76. Further, the carrier plate 76 includes a front planar surface 80 that is

configured for attachment with an adhesive material 82 that supports the fourth surface

26 of the rear substrate 22. The adhesive may be provided in a variety of manners, for

example, the adhesive may be a foam material or a dispensable liquid. The rear substrate

22 is adjacent t o the front substrate 14 and the electrochromic material 40 is disposed

therebetween. The electrochromic element 12 may include a peripheral hiding layer 100

configured to conceal J-clips or bus bar 84 disposed on the periphery of the

electrochromic element 12 and the carrier plate 76 are retained in the housing 43 by the

bezel 42.

With reference again t o FIGS. 5-5B, the bezel 42 is generally configured t o extend

around at least a portion of the electrochromic element 12. The bezel 42 includes a

forward securing portion 85 that extends in front of the rear substrate 22 such that the

outer portion 34 of the third surface 24 is covered by the bezel 42. An inner wall 83 of

the bezel 42 is configured to substantially complement the front side edge 20 of the front



substrate 14. This configuration conceals the J-clip or bus bar 84 from view such that the

size of any concealing layer can be minimized. Alternatively, in some instances, it may be

possible t o completely eliminate the concealing layer altogether. The forward securing

portion 85 is proximate or in abutting contact with the front side edge 20 of the front

substrate 14. A body portion 86 of the bezel 42 includes a rear notched portion 87

configured to operably couple with a complementary notched portion 88 on a forward

edge 89 of the housing 43. The electrochromic element 12 is generally disposed inside a

portion of the housing 43 and is supported by the carrier plate 76. As previously noted,

the carrier plate 76 is operably coupled t o the fourth surface 26 of the rear substrate 22

by the adhesive material 82. An outer portion of the fourth surface 26 of the rear

substrate 22 is generally free of the adhesive material 82. Similarly, an aperture 91

defined in the carrier plate 76 configured t o receive the glare sensor lens 68 is also

generally free of the adhesive material 82.

[0029] With reference once again to FIGS. 5-5B, in addition t o engaging the alignment

features 64 of the housing 43, the circuit board 60 is also configured t o be received

between top and bottom flange members 90, 92 of the peripheral engagement flange 78

of the carrier plate 76. The peripheral engagement flange 78 of the carrier plate 76

extends rearwardly from the carrier plate 76 about a periphery of the carrier plate 76 on

a rear side thereof. As noted herein, the glare sensor lens 68 is operably coupled with the

circuit board 60 and is configured for reception in the receiving cavity 74 defined in the

carrier plate 76. One of a J-clip o r bus bar 84 is configured t o extend between the front

substrate 14 and the rear substrate 22. In addition, at least the rear substrate 22 is

configured to be at least partially covered by the bezel 42 during assembly.

[0030] With reference now t o FIGS. 6-6B, another embodiment of the present disclosure

is illustrated. It will be understood that features of this embodiment that are similar to

the previous embodiment will include the same reference numerals. In this embodiment,

a bus bar 84 or J-clip is used in conjunction with the front substrate 14 and the rear

substrate 22. The bus bar 84 or J-clip is hidden by the peripheral hiding layer 100

generally designed t o conceal the bus bar 84 or J-clip from view through the first surface

16 of the front substrate 14. It is also contemplated that the peripheral hiding layer 100

may, in combination with the bezel 42, hide the bus bar 84 or J-clip. A seal 106 is

disposed outside the peripheral hiding layer 100. It is contemplated that the seal 106



may be a black epoxy seal that extends around the entire perimeter. In the illustrated

embodiment, the seal 106 is a silver epoxy, which could be replaced with a bus bar, if

desired. As shown in FIG. 6A, the first surface 16 includes an area that is generally less

than an area of the second surface 18 of the front substrate 14. However, the second

surface 18 of the front substrate 14 includes an area that is generally similar to o r the

same as the area of the third surface 24 and the fourth surface 26 of the rear substrate

22. The front substrate 14 includes a tapered front side edge 20 that tapers outwardly

from the first surface 16 of the second surface 18. Notably, the bezel 42 is designed t o

extend around an edge of the electrochromic element 12. More specifically, the inner

wall 83 of the bezel 42 is tapered t o substantially complement the taper of the front side

edge 20 of the front substrate 14. It is contemplated that the forward securing portion 85

may be in abutting contact with the front side edge 20 or spaced a predetermined

distance therefrom. In addition, the bezel 42 includes a substantially flat front wall 104

that is generally coplanar with the first surface 16 of the front substrate 14. This

construction allows for an aesthetically pleasing construction that is easily graspable by a

user and provides a nice fit and finish.

[0031] With reference again t o FIGS. 6-6B, the tapered bezel 42 extends partially in front

of the second surface 18 of the front substrate 14, as well as the third surface 24 and the

fourth surface 26 of the rear substrate 22. The bezel 42 includes a small cutout 110

configured t o accommodate a bus bar 84 or J-clip proximate the rear side edge 28 of the

rear substrate 22. Consequently, the peripheral hiding layer 100 can be relatively small

and cover less than 4.5 mm and possibly less than 2 mm of the third surface 24. Stated

differently, the peripheral hiding layer 100 extends less than 3 mm from the front side

edge 20 of the front substrate 14 into an intermediate area between the second surface

18 and the third surface 24.

[0032] With reference now t o FIGS. 7-7B, another embodiment of the present disclosure

is illustrated. As with the previous embodiments, it will be understood that features of

this embodiment that are similar t o the previous embodiments will include the same

reference numerals. In this embodiment, the front substrate 14 has a perimeter that is

smaller than a perimeter of the rear substrate 22, similar t o the embodiment illustrated

in FIG. 5B. However, unlike the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 5B, the front side edge 20

of the front substrate 14 is angled. Further, because the perimeter of the rear substrate



22 is larger than the perimeter of the front substrate 14, the outer portion 34 of the third

surface 24 of the rear substrate 22 is exposed, thereby defining a peripheral step

between the front side edge 20 and the rear side edge 28. In addition, a first area defined

by the first surface 16 is smaller than a second area defined by the second surface 18.

Thus, the front side edge 20 tapers outwardly from the first surface 16 t o the second

surface 18. The tapered bezel 42 extends partially in front of the second surface 18 of the

front substrate 14, as well as the third surface 24 and the fourth surface 26 of the rear

substrate 22. Consequently, the peripheral hiding layer 100 can be relatively small and

cover less than 4.5 mm and possibly less than 2 mm of the third surface 24. Stated

differently, the peripheral hiding layer 100 extends less than 3 mm from the front side

edge 20 of the front substrate 14 into an intermediate area between the second surface

18 and the third surface 24. The bezel 42, as shown in FIG. 7B, includes an enlarged

cutout 120 configured to accommodate the bus bar 84 or a J-clip.

[0033] The present disclosure may be used with a rearview assembly such as that

described in U.S. Patent Nos. 8,925,891; 8,814,373; 8,201,800; and 8,210,695; U.S. Patent

Application Publication Nos. 2014/0063630 and 2012/0327234; and U.S. Provisional

Patent Application Nos. 61/709,716; 61/707,676; and 61/704,869, which are hereby

incorporated herein by reference in their entirety. Further, the present disclosure may be

used with a rearview packaging assembly such as that described in U.S. Patent Nos.

8,885,240; 8,814,373; 8,646,924; 8,643,931; and 8,264,761; and U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Nos. 61/707,625; and 61/590,259, which are hereby incorporated herein by

reference in their entirety. Additionally, it is contemplated that the present disclosure

can include a bezel such as that described in U.S. Patent Nos. 8,827,517; 8,210,695; and

8,201,800, which are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

[0034] It will be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art that construction of

the described disclosure and other components is not limited t o any specific material.

Other exemplary embodiments of the disclosure disclosed herein may be formed from a

wide variety of materials, unless described otherwise herein.

[0035] For purposes of this disclosure, the term "coupled" (in all of its forms, couple,

coupling, coupled, etc.) generally means the joining of two components (electrical or

mechanical) directly or indirectly t o one another. Such joining may be stationary in

nature or movable in nature. Such joining may be achieved with the two components



(electrical or mechanical) and any additional intermediate members being integrally

formed as a single unitary body with one another or with the two components. Such

joining may be permanent in nature or may be removable or releasable in nature unless

otherwise stated.

[0036] It is also important to note that the construction and arrangement of the

elements of the disclosure as shown in the exemplary embodiments is illustrative only.

Although only a few embodiments of the present innovations have been described in

detail in this disclosure, those skilled in the art who review this disclosure will readily

appreciate that many modifications are possible (e.g., variations in sizes, dimensions,

structures, shapes and proportions of the various elements, values of parameters,

mounting arrangements, use of materials, colors, orientations, etc.) without materially

departing from the novel teachings and advantages of the subject matter recited. For

example, elements shown as integrally formed may be constructed of multiple parts or

elements shown as multiple parts may be integrally formed, the operation of the

interfaces may be reversed or otherwise varied, the length or width of the structures

and/or members or connector o r other elements of the system may be varied, the nature

or numeral of adjustment positions provided between the elements may be varied. It

should be noted that the elements and/or assemblies of the system may be constructed

from any of a wide variety of materials that provide sufficient strength or durability, in

any of a wide variety of colors, textures, and combinations. Accordingly, all such

modifications are intended t o be included within the scope of the present innovations.

Other substitutions, modifications, changes, and omissions may be made in the design,

operating conditions, and arrangement of the desired and other exemplary embodiments

without departing from the spirit of the present innovations.

[0037] It will be understood that any described processes or steps within described

processes may be combined with other disclosed processes or steps t o form structures

within the scope of the present disclosure. The exemplary structures and processes

disclosed herein are for illustrative purposes and are not to be construed as limiting.

[0038] It is also t o be understood that variations and modifications can be made on the

aforementioned structures and methods without departing from the concepts of the

present disclosure, and further it is t o be understood that such concepts are intended to



be covered by the following claims unless these claims by their language expressly state

otherwise.



What is claimed is:

1. A rearview assembly comprising:

an electro-optic element including:

a front substrate defining a first surface and a second surface and a front

side edge disposed between the first surface and the second surface;

a rear substrate operably coupled with the front substrate and spaced a

predetermined distance therefrom, the rear substrate defining a third surface and

a fourth surface and a rear side edge disposed between the third surface and the

fourth surface, wherein a perimeter of the rear substrate is larger than a

perimeter of the front substrate, such that an outer portion of the third surface is

exposed, thereby defining a peripheral step between the front side edge and the

rear side edge; and

an electro-optic material disposed between the front substrate and the

rear substrate; and

a bezel configured to extend around the rear substrate, over the outer portion of

the third surface.

2. The rearview assembly of claim 1, wherein the bezel includes a substantially flat

front wall that is generally coplanar with the first surface of the front substrate.

3. The rearview assembly of any one of claims 1-2, wherein a first area defined by

the first surface is smaller than a second area defined by the second surface, and wherein

the front side edge tapers outwardly from the first surface to the second surface.

4 . The rearview assembly of any one of claims 1-3, further comprising:

a housing; and

a wire harness extending through a pivot ball that extends from a rear wall of the

housing.

5 . The rearview assembly of claim 4, further comprising:



a circuit board proximate the electro-optic element having a connection port

operably coupled thereto.

6. The rearview assembly of claim 5, further comprising:

a power and data plug operably coupling the connection port with a vehicle wire

harness that extends through a housing of said rearview assembly.

7 . The rearview assembly of claim 1, further comprising:

a peripheral hiding layer disposed between the second surface and the third

surface.

8 . The rearview assembly of claim 7, wherein the peripheral hiding layer extends

less than 3 mm from the front side edge of the front substrate into an intermediate area

between the second surface and the third surface.

9 . The rearview assembly of claim 8, wherein the peripheral hiding layer and the

bezel generally conceal one of a J-clip and a bus bar from view through the first surface

of the front substrate.

10. A rearview assembly comprising:

an electro-optic element including:

a front substrate defining a first surface and a second surface and a front

side edge disposed between the first surface and the second surface, wherein a

first area defined by the first surface is smaller than a second area defined by the

second surface and wherein the front side edge tapers outwardly from the first

surface to the second surface;

a rear substrate operably coupled with the front substrate and spaced a

predetermined distance therefrom, the rear substrate defining a third surface and

a fourth surface and a rear side edge disposed between the third surface and the

fourth surface; and

an electro-optic material disposed between the front substrate and the

rear substrate; and



a bezel configured to extend over the rear substrate, proximate the front

substrate, the bezel including an inner wall that is tapered to substantially compliment

the taper of the front side edge, and further including a substantially flat front wall that is

generally coplanar with the first surface of the front substrate.

11. The rearview assembly of claim 10, further comprising:

a circuit board proximate the electro-optic element having a connection port

operably coupled thereto.

12. The rearview assembly of any one of claims 10-11, further comprising:

a housing; and

a wire harness extending through a pivot ball that extends from a rear wall of the

housing.

13. The rearview assembly of any one of claims 10-12, wherein a perimeter of the

rear substrate is larger than a perimeter of the front substrate, such that an outer portion

of the third surface is exposed, thereby defining a peripheral step between the front side

edge and the rear side edge.

14. The rearview assembly of any one of claims 10-13, further comprising:

a housing; and

a carrier plate disposed proximate the fourth surface of the rear substrate and

including a peripheral engagement flange extending rearwardly from the carrier plate

that is configured for engagement with an inner wall of the housing.

15. The rearview assembly of any one of claims 10-14, further comprising:

a peripheral hiding layer disposed between the second surface and the third

surface.

16. A rearview assembly comprising:

an electro-optic element including:



a front substrate defining a first surface and a second surface and a front

side edge disposed between the first surface and the second surface;

a rear substrate operably coupled with the front substrate and spaced a

predetermined distance therefrom, the rear substrate defining a third surface and

a fourth surface and a rear side edge disposed between the third surface and the

fourth surface, wherein a perimeter of the rear substrate is larger than a

perimeter of the front substrate, such that an outer portion of the third surface is

exposed, thereby defining a peripheral step between the front side edge and the

rear side edge; and

an electro-optic material disposed between the front substrate and the

rear substrate;

a carrier plate disposed proximate the fourth surface of the rear substrate and

including a peripheral engagement flange extending rearwardly from the carrier plate;

a circuit board supported by the carrier plate and including a wire connection port

configured for engagement with a power and data plug; and

a bezel configured to extend around the rear substrate, over the outer portion of

the third surface.

17. The rearview assembly of claim 16, wherein the bezel further includes an inner

wall that is tapered to substantially compliment the taper of the front side edge.

18. The rearview assembly of any one of claims 16-17, wherein the bezel includes a

substantially flat front wall that is generally coplanar with the first surface of the front

substrate.

19. The rearview assembly of any one of claims 16-18, wherein the first area defined

by the first surface is smaller than the second area defined by the second surface, and

wherein the front side edge tapers outwardly from the first surface to the second

surface.

20. The rearview assembly of any one of claims 16-19, wherein the wire connection

port is fixedly attached t o a rear wall of the circuit board, and wherein the power and



data plug is configured for reception in a receiving aperture defined through a rear wall

of a housing of the rearview assembly.

21. A rearview assembly comprising:

an electro-optic element including:

a front substrate defining a first surface and a second surface and a front

side edge disposed between the first surface and the second surface;

a rear substrate operably coupled with the front substrate and spaced a

predetermined distance therefrom, the rear substrate defining a third surface and

a fourth surface and a rear side edge disposed between the third surface and the

fourth surface; and

an electro-optic material disposed between the front substrate and the

rear substrate;

a housing that is free of a wire harness assembly and which includes a power/data

plug in a rear portion thereof; and

a pivot ball operably coupled t o a rear portion of the housing and configured to

receive a vehicle wire harness that engages the power/data plug.
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